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After crashing his car on the side of the road, a bewildered traveler finds himself checking in to the Haunted Hotel! In Haunted
Hotel, you must explore frightful floors fu 5d3b920ae0
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Mountains of text to read, very little gaming and very boring. I'm quite disappointed with this one.. DO you like Your HOG's
with a nigh on incomprehensible plot, plus minigames that appear to be there because someone went through the trouble of
making them or leasing them and it would be a shame if it didn't make it into the game. Then boy do I have an HOG for you.
I'm only glad that I played it because some of the puzzles had cat's in them. Which was the best part of the game. I'm. I'm not
joking actually. This is not a great game. This is not really a good game. I'm sorry. Sometime you swing for the fences and miss.
The only saving grace is that the plot was supernatural as opposed to one of those HOG's with the "realistic plots" Ghosts did it
makes some much more sense in games like these then Yea I always need to find 4 animal totems to go to the bathroom then fix
the plumbing to flush the toilet. Which for some reason I put my keys in there as well. Supernatural reason for objects to be in a
room is much better then yea I stapled a frog to the wall. What's it too you? I'm fairly certain I got this in a bundle. And I
probably paid too much. To be fair the plot kinda resolves itself but but it is obtuse. Don't waste you money on this one. Maybe
get it if your a fan of the series or a superfan of HOG's.. Do not recommend. Low resolution graphics. Buggy. Feels like an 80's
game.. Mountains of text to read, very little gaming and very boring. I'm quite disappointed with this one.. DO you like Your
HOG's with a nigh on incomprehensible plot, plus minigames that appear to be there because someone went through the trouble
of making them or leasing them and it would be a shame if it didn't make it into the game. Then boy do I have an HOG for you.
I'm only glad that I played it because some of the puzzles had cat's in them. Which was the best part of the game. I'm. I'm not
joking actually. This is not a great game. This is not really a good game. I'm sorry. Sometime you swing for the fences and miss.
The only saving grace is that the plot was supernatural as opposed to one of those HOG's with the "realistic plots" Ghosts did it
makes some much more sense in games like these then Yea I always need to find 4 animal totems to go to the bathroom then fix
the plumbing to flush the toilet. Which for some reason I put my keys in there as well. Supernatural reason for objects to be in a
room is much better then yea I stapled a frog to the wall. What's it too you? I'm fairly certain I got this in a bundle. And I
probably paid too much. To be fair the plot kinda resolves itself but but it is obtuse. Don't waste you money on this one. Maybe
get it if your a fan of the series or a superfan of HOG's.. Do not recommend. Low resolution graphics. Buggy. Feels like an 80's
game.
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